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CHIMES Dr. Moonje Institute's MBA Students Shramanubhav Shibir was held this year at village 

Kosavan Taluka Kalvan District, Nashik on February 21st and 22nd. In continuation of The tradition of 

Shramanbhuv camp which was started in the year 2013.  Dr. Moonje Institute has continued for the past 

few 8 years.  

 

Every year participation of the students is increasing in connection with the social responsibility role by 

constructing earthen dams in forested areas. This village is close to the border between Maharashtra 

and Gujarat. This year the students dealt with the topic of forest tagging & conservation. The experiment 

was conducted to protect the village's biodiversity wealth for the foreseeable future. In this area, a total 

of 230 Mahua & Koshimb trees  which are source of livelihood of villagers were registered in one area of 

the forest .The purpose of this activity is to keep a record of natural resources and to protect its further 

erosion.Total 30 Students and 5 Staff members of Dr Moonje Institute participated in shibir. 

 

While working for the purpose of creating a future for villagers living in the forest areas. This work was 

annexed by Shramanubhav Shibir of MBA students. For the last eight years Kalampada, Lavali, 

Sadarpada, Ranvihir, Kelvihir, Ragtavihir, Zari in Peth taluka have constructed small soil dams from the 

camp.  

 

One of the highlights of this year's camp is February 21st and 22nd. For many students, living in the 

countryside was the first experience for many. Dinner was arranged in the house on the first day. One or 

two people in each house in the village. The residents welcomed the students with a big hospitality. A 

large number of students chatted with more than fifteen families in the village, including rice bread, onion 

vegetable, vegetable meal. From this, students got to know the wildlife. After dinner, the villagers 

gathered in the village where the villagers performed their traditional song. 

 

The inauguration, forestry, exercise, think-tank session took place at the camp. Ajit Gavit of the Vanvasi 

Kalyan Ashram gave a detailed introduction to the project. With the help of students and villagers, 

Resident Welfare Ashram activist Mr Popat Gangurde, Mr . Suhas Deshmukh, Mr Kishore Suryavanshi, 

Mr.Mahale sir were also present 

 

This year's Shramanubhav Shibir led by Prajakta Meher, Vinayak Pawar, Bhavan Patil, Preeti Poddar, 

Prashant Deshmukh, Sunny Dhware, Divij Dhangar, Ketan Fulzele, Priyanka Joshi,Tejas Dave. These 

students were guided by teachers and non-teaching staff Prof. Sanjay Salve, Prof. Satej Kitkule, Prof. 

Swatii Lakhalgaonkar, Kirti Bhalerao, Swapnil Doke. About the success of the student Shramanubhav 

Shibir Chairman Dr. Ajit Bhandakkar and Director Dr. Preeti Kulkarni congratulated the students. 

 

Student’s feedback 

 

Prajkata Meher 

The most important thing is the cleanliness of the village and the communion of the people. The 

Shramanubhav Shibir was an unforgettable experience. Each door-to-door discussion gave an 

opportunity to learn something new.  

 

Vinayak Pawar 



My first time was in Shramanubhav Shibir. I have no words but so much love and affection I got in this 

Shibir. People there have no phone and no technology. We have all the technology and we are crying 

for everything. I enjoy it for the good and the work it does for the community, and I will continue to do the 

same. 

 

Prashant Deshmukh 

Individuals tend to see the same tendencies in society. But in Jamun Pada, all the people felt very kind. 

There was so much to learn. Information was also learned about the different plants and trees. It was an 

unforgettable pleasure to be in this pure air where no mobile network has yet been reached, it is a 

pleasure to see that the activist of Kalyan Ashram are reaching out for rural development and community 

service. 

 

Bhavna Patil 

The concept of Shramanubhav Shibir was only heard till date. It was a real experience in these two 

days. Going to a tribal village and experiencing the culture and lifestyle of those people. Various types of 

trees and plants were identified in the forest. Most importantly, the experience of cooking for 40 to 50 

people was something else. 

 

Priti Poddar 

We often hear in cities that there is no humanity left in people. But we went to the village where we came 

to know that there is still humanity. They were very welcoming and provided super hospitality. Culture, 

celebrations, traditions, river worship, celebration of the mountain god are celebrated in villages. Overall 

the experience was great. It was also a pleasure to do something new. Join us next year, too. 

 

Majma Kasrale 

This camp experiences many things. How to manage time, how to manage work, your team and how to 

manage yourself. The people in the village are very humble and supportive. Thanks for giving me the 

opportunity to be in the village. 

 

Rohit Ahire 

Under this initiative we truly understood the difference between nature and human beings. We can try to 

create jobs for the people living in these areas by implementing new initiatives for the people. The 

technology of modern farm machinery can help to reach the people there. In this program, we got to see 

the thoughts and feelings of the people of the tribal areas of the population and their feelings of 

compassion and affection. 

 

Priyanka Joshi 

I had never been to a village before, so I was unfamiliar with the atmosphere and how it was there. But 

because of the Shramanubhav Shibir I was able to get a different experience. This camp brought a lot of 

new things to learn and new people to meet. This unique experience will always be remembered. 

 

Tejas Dive 

We worked very well with the team. Loved the kirtan of the night. We got to see their culture. The overall 

experience was very good and great. 

 

 

 

Sanjay Salve 

Sharamanubhav Shibir coordinator 






























